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요  약  문

한국원자력연구소의 RCS 열수력 Loop를 이용하여 저유속 조건에서 비균일하

게 가열되는 수직 3x3 가열봉다발에서 물을 이용한 임계열유속 실험을 수행하

다. 저유속 조건에서 수행된 기존의 임계열유속 실험들은 주로 낮은 압력조건에

서 수행되었기 때문에, 본 실험에서는 광범위한 압력조건하에서 저유속 조건에서

의 여러 가지 실험 변수들이 임계열유속에 미치는 향을 살펴보았다. 특히 증기

관 파단 사고시의 Return-to-Power (RTP) 조건에서의 임계열유속 발생과 관련한 

실험 데이터베이스의 확충, 변수 경향 분석, 기존 상관식의 적용 가능성에 대하

여 살펴보았다.  

임계열유속 실험은 계통압력 0.47 - 15.06 MPa, 질량유속 49.66 - 654.44 

kg/m2s, 입구과냉도 67.90 - 722.70 kJ/kg 및 출구건도 0.36 - 1.29의 조건에서 수행

되었으며, RTP 조건을 포함하여 총 299개의 임계열유속 데이터를 생산하 다. 

RTP 조건은 중간 압력, 저유속 및 높은 입구 과냉도 조건으로 정의하 으며, 

RTP 조건에 대해 93개의 임계열유속 데이터를 생산하 다. 

임계열유속 실험결과 임계열유속에 미치는 압력, 유량, 입구과냉도 등의 향

은 원형관에 대한 기존 실험 결과와 비슷하게 나타났다. CHF Look-Up table, 

EPRI 상관식, Macbeth 상관식들은 CHF 값과 CHF 발생 위치를 신뢰성 있게 예측

하 다. 하지만 RTP 조건의 매우 작은 질량유속 범위에서는 신뢰성이 떨어지는 

것으로 나타났다.  
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SUMMARY

An experimental study of the critical heat flux (CHF) has been performed for a 

water flow in a non-uniformly heated vertical 3x3 rod bundle under low flow and a 

wide range of pressure conditions. Since most of experimental studies on the low 

flow CHF have been performed under low pressure conditions, present study has 

investigated the effects of various parameters on the CHF under low flow and a 

wide range of pressure conditions. Especially, these experiments are focused on the 

CHF under return-to-power (RTP) conditions that are expected to occur in a main 

steam line break accident of pressurized water reactors (PWRs). Using present CHF 

data, the applicability of conventional CHF correlations are investigated in a 

return-to-power condition. 

The CHF data have been collected for system pressures ranging from 0.47 to 

15.06 MPa, mass flux from 49.66 to 654.44 kg/m2s, inlet subcooling from 67.90 to 

722.70 kJ/kg and exit quality from 0.36 to 1.29. In this study, the return-to-power 

conditions are defined as conditions with low mass flux less than 250 kg/m2s, 

intermediated pressure between 6.0 MPa and 12.0 MPa, and high inlet subcooling 

greater than 200 kJ/kg. Total 299 CHF data including 93 CHF data in 

return-to-power conditions are obtained. 

The effects of various parameters on the CHF are consistent with previous 

understandings on the round tube CHF. Conventional CHF correlations predict the 

present return-to-power CHF data with reasonable accuracies. However, the prediction 

capabilities become worse in a very low mass flux below than about 100 kg/m2s. 
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Nomenclature

AH total heated surface area

Af test section flow area

Ci fitting coefficients

G mass flux

G* dimensionless mass flux defined as eqn. III-2

g gravitational acceleration

hfg latent heat of vaporization

N no. of data

P system pressure

QC,loc critical power (total power from inlet to CHF location)

q"(Z) local heat flux at axial distance Z from bottom of heated length

q"avg,T average heat flux for whole heated length

q"C,avg,T average heat flux at CHF occurrence for whole heated length

q"C,loc local CHF (local heat flux at CHF location)

XC thermodynamic quality at CHF location (critical quality)

Z distance from the bottom end of the heated section

ZC CHF location

Greeks

Δhi inlet subcooling

Δρ density difference between saturated liquid and vapor

e prediction error ( = predicted value/measured value - 1)

l Taylor wave length defined as eqn. III-2

ρ density

s surface tension

Subscripts

avg average

C CHF location or critical

g saturated vapor
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loc local

m measured

p predicted

T total for the whole heated length

* dimensionless
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I. Introduction

In the boiling heat transfer system, it has been observed experimentally that, 

above a certain heat flux, the liquid can no longer permanently wet the heater 

surface (Chang and Baek, 1997; Collier and Thome, 1994). This situation leads to an 

inordinate decrease in the surface heat transfer. This heat flux is commonly referred 

to as the critical heat flux (CHF). The CHF in nuclear reactors is one of the 

important thermal hydraulic parameters limiting the available power, because the 

inordinate rise of reactor fuel surface temperature under CHF conditions is sometimes 

sufficient to cause the melting of the fuel materials. 

Presently, many aspects of the CHF phenomena are well understood and several reliable 

prediction methods are available for most operating conditions of nuclear reactors. Most of 

the CHF studies have been concentrated on high pressure and high flow rate 

conditions corresponding to normal operation ranges of light water reactors (LWRs). 

Therefore, though several prediction methods for CHF that are reliable for normal 

operating conditions of LWRs have been developed, these prediction methods have a 

relatively narrow range of validity.

However, the CHF behavior at low flow conditions is not well identified, especially in 

rod bundles, which is important from the viewpoint of nuclear reactor safety during 

operational transients and accidents such as LOCA (loss-of-coolant accident). The CHF 

phenomena in low flow conditions show complex behaviors due to the effect of buoyancy, 

various flow instabilities and so on. Thus, a lot of CHF experiments have been performed 

using round tubes and annuli in low flow conditions (Mishima et al., 2001; El-Genk et al., 

1988; Park et al., 1997; Schoesse et al, 1997; Chun et al., 2000; Chun et al., 2001). However, 

most of these experimental studies have been performed under low (nearly atmospheric) 

pressure conditions. Thus, although the low flow CHF studies using round tubes and annuli 

show pretty good advancements, there are few experimental studies investigating pressure 

effect on the CHF in low flow conditions. 

Nuclear reactor cores consist of fuel assemblies and there exist some unheated walls such 

as control rod and in-core instrumentation guide tubes. It is known that these unheated walls 

affect a fluid enthalpy distribution and the CHF. Extensive CHF studies using rod bundles 

have been performed mostly for the normal operating conditions of nuclear reactors. Thus, 
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there are few CHF studies in low flow and high pressure conditions using rod bundles. 

For KSNP (Korean Standard Nuclear Power plant) of extended fuel cycle operation, it 

was known that there is some possibility of return-to-power (RTP) in a steam line break 

accident with loss of offsite power (Leeet al., 1996). Thus, it was necessary to analyze a 

safety margin for DNB (Departure from Nucleate Boiling) or LHGR (Linear Heat 

Generation Rate) in the return-to-power conditions. The return-to-power conditions in the 

steam line break accident have very low mass flux less than about 250 kg/m2s, intermediate 

pressure ranging from 6 to 12 MPa, and high inlet subcooling. However, there were few 

available CHF data and no CHF correlations that were reliable and applicable to the low 

flow and intermediate pressure conditions. Thus, Macbeth correlation (Macbeth, 1963) was 

used for the safety margin analysis, and it was shown that Macbeth correlation had some 

conservatism compared with Biasi correlation (Biasi et al., 1967) and 1986 AECL-UO CHF 

look-up table (Groeneveld et al., 1986). Because the correlations were not compared with 

actual CHF data in return-to-power conditions, this analysis method raised some questions 

about how much conservative the Macbeth correlation is. This analysis method caused some 

penalty and limitations on operational margin by Korean regulation institute. Thus, for the 

analysis of return-to-power conditions at steam line break accident, rod bundle CHF data are 

indispensable in low flow, intermediate pressure and high inlet subcooling conditions.

In order to investigate the effects of the axial heat flux distributions and unheated rods on 

CHF, the present authors had performed CHF experiments using a 3x3 rod bundle with 

uniform and cosine axial heat flux distributions (Moon et al., 2001; Moon et al., 2002). This 

paper shows additional CHF test results with intermediate pressure and high inlet 

subcooling, focusing on the return-to-power conditions of a steam line break accident. 

Generated CHF data are used to analyze the effect of various parameters on the 

return-to-power CHF and to estimate the prediction capability and application feasibility of 

the conventional CHF correlations.
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II. Test Facility and Test Section

The CHF experiments reported in this paper have been conducted in the Reactor 

Coolant System thermal hydraulics loop facility of the Korea Atomic Energy 

Research Institute (KAERI). The principal operating conditions of the RCS loop 

facility are

operating pressure : 0.5 - 16 MPa

test section flow rate                  : 0.03 - 3 kg/s

maximum water temperature           : 347 oC

available heating power of test section  : 970 kW AC.

Figure II-1 and II-2 shows a schematic diagram of the RCS loop facility (Moon 

et al., 2001; Moon et al., 2002). It basically consists of a main circulating pump, 

preheater, CHF test section, steam/water separator, pressurizer and cooler. Stainless 

steel 304, was used as construction material for the loop facility to prevent corrosion. 

The loop is filled with de-ionized water. The flow rate of the test section inlet is 

controlled by the adjustments of the motor speed of the circulating pump and the 

flow control valve. The water flow rate of the test section is measured by one of 

three orifices with different measuring ranges. Flow oscillations that are usually 

observed in low flow conditions are effectively suppressed by a throttle valve 

installed upstream of the test section inlet. The preheater with a power of 40 kW 

adjusts the degree of the subcooling of water entering the test section. The steam 

generated in the test section is condensed through the condenser attached in the 

steam/water separator. The system pressure is maintained using the pressurizer with 

an immersion heater with a power of 40 kW.

As shown in Fig. II-3., the test section has a flow housing (39.8 x 39.8 mm2) inside of 

pressure vessel where nine heater rods having a heated length of 3672.67 mm are located. 

The heater rods have a symmetric cosine axial heat flux to simulate a nuclear fuel rod and 

have an outer diameter of 9.52 mm and pitch of 12.60 mm. Table II-1 shows detailed test 

section geometry. The heater rods are heated indirectly by AC (alternating current) power. 

The sheath and heating element of the heater rods are made of Inconel 600 and Nichrome, 

respectively. Eleven spacer grids with a simple geometry are installed to support the heater 

rods in the test section. The spacer grids have no mixing vane and are used to support the 
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heater rods only. Thus, the spacer grid effects on the CHF can be negligible in this 

experiment. Figure II-4 and Table II-2 show the shape and location of spacer grid. For 

measuring heater rod surface temperatures and detecting a CHF occurrence, six or four 

thermocouples with a sheath diameter of 0.5 mm are embedded on the surface of the heater 

rods. The temperature measuring points of these thermocouples are located just upstream of 

spacer grids at 10, 225, 625, 1025, 1425 and 1825 mm from the top end of the heated 

section. Sixteen thermocouples of the same type are located in both inlet and outlet of the 

test section to measure subchannel fluid temperatures. Especially, thermocouples for 

subchannel fluid temperature measurement at the outlet of test section were aligned to 

measure a fluid temperature at the end of heated length of heater rod. 

As shown in Fig. II-5, the heated length of the heater rods is evenly divided into 15 steps 

to simulate a symmetric cosine axial heat flux profile with minimum and maximum heat flux 

ratio to the average heat flux of 1.37 and 0.44, respectively. Table II-3 shows detailed axial 

heat flux distribution data. 

Pressure at the outlet plenum of the test section becomes unstable as the exit quality of 

the test section becomes large. Thus, in the present experiments, the pressures at the inlet 

plenum of the test section are used as test parameters. Because the flow rates in the present 

experiments are low, the pressure drop through the test section is negligible compared with 

the system pressure. Thus, the inlet plenum pressure can be used as a system pressure. 

The main parameters measured in this experiment are the water temperatures at 

the bottom and top of the heated section, the surface temperatures of the heater rod, 

the pressures at the inlet and outlet plenums, the differential pressures in the test 

section, the flow rate of the test section inlet and the power applied to the heater 

rod.  The measured data are recorded, processed and stored in a data acquisition and control 

unit. All the electrical signals from the sensors and transmitters are processed and 

analyzed by a data acquisition and control system consisting of A/D and D/A 

converters, and a workstation computer. The data acquisition system consists of the 

high speed scanning A/D converter (HP E1413), computer processor (HP V743 

controller), D/A converter (HP E1328) and hard disk. The high speed scanning A/D 

converter converts the analog signal from various instruments to a digital signal. The 

A/D converter collects the signals in 100 kHz with 16 bit of accuracy. HP V743 

controller collects the digital signal, processes and stores the instrument signals. The 
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data acquisition and control system measures various experimental data in real time, 

and controls the main heater power at CHF occurrence. Various electrical signals 

(voltage and current) from instrument feed into the controller through the VXI bus. 

These signals are finally displayed to the monitor by the HP-VEE program after 

calculation using data processing software. Computer programs are prepared to control 

the data acquisition system, to collect the measured signals such as voltage and 

current, and to convert the measured signals into physical parameters such as 

temperature, pressure, differential pressure, flow rate, and heater power. These 

programs are made by HP-VEE, C-SCPI and C language. The C language has a 

steam table to convert the electrical signal into physical parameters and controls the 

sampling time and the number of sampling. The sampling time is 20 msec and the 

final physical data are stored for 60 sec before CHF occurrence.

According to a propagation error analysis based on Taylor's series method (ANSI/ASME 

PTC 19.1, 1985), the uncertainties of the measured data are estimated from the calibration of 

the measurement sensors and the accuracy of the related equipments. The estimated 

maximum uncertainties are less than +0.3%, +1.5%, +0.7 K of the reading values for the 

pressure, mass flux and temperature, respectively. The uncertainties of the power 

measurements supplied to the heater rods are less than +1.8% of the reading values. Before 

starting a set of experiments, pretests (i.e. heat balance tests) are carried out to estimate a 

heat loss in the test section. The heat loss in the heated section estimated by the pretests for 

each pressure conditions are less than 2% of the total applied power to the test section. 

The CHF experiments are carried out by the following procedures. After setting the water 

flow rate, inlet subcooling and inlet pressure at the desired values, the electric power to the 

heater rods is increased gradually in small steps while the test section inlet conditions are 

kept at constant values. At each power level, the main parameters are allowed to stabilize for 

several minutes to achieve a steady state condition before raising the power level again. This 

process continues until a sharp increase of wall temperature is observed in the heater rod 

surface. A CHF condition is determined to reach when one of the wall temperatures of the 

heater rods shows a continuous sharp increase and then become 100 K higher than the 

saturation water temperature. Whenever the CHF was detected, the heater power is 

automatically reduced or tripped to prevent any damage to the heater rods. 

 Total 299 CHF data including 93 CHF data in return-to-power conditions are obtained as 
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shown in Table II-4. In this study, the return-to-power conditions are defined as a low mass 

flux less than 250 kg/m2s, intermediate pressure between 6.0 MPa and 12.0 MPa, and a high 

inlet subcooling greater than 200 kJ/kg. 
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Table II-1. Test section geometry

 Parameter Parameter value

 Test section flow housing, mm2 39.8 x 39.8

 Heater rod outer diameter, mm 9.52

 Heater rod pitch, mm 12.60

 Heated length, mm 3672.67

 Hydraulic diameter, mm 11.71

 Axial heat flux distribution symmetric chopped cosine

 No. of thermocouple 6

 Wall thermocouple location from  
 top of heated length, mm

10, 225, 625, 1025, 1425, 1825
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Table II-2. Location of spacer grids from bottom of heated length (unit: mm)

Spacer grid number Location (mm)
1 -144
2 257
3 657
4 1057
5 1458
6 1858
7 2258
8 2659
9 3058
10 3458
11 3857
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Table II-3. Axial heat flux distribution factor

No Z (mm) f = q"(Z)/q"avg,T

1 0.000 ~ 0.245 0.440

2 0.245 ~ 0.490 0.662

3 0.490 ~ 0.735 0.864

4 0.735 ~ 0.979 1.038

5 0.979 ~ 1.224 1.180

6 1.224 ~ 1.469 1.284

7 1.469 ~ 1.714 1.348

8 1.714 ~ 1.959 1.369

9 1.959 ~ 2.204 1.348

10 2.204 ~ 2.448 1.284

11 2.448 ~ 2.693 1.180

12 2.693 ~ 2.938 1.038

13 2.938 ~ 3.183 0.864

14 3.183 ~ 3.428 0.662

15 3.428 ~ 3.673 0.440
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Table II-4. Experimental conditions

Parameter Total database Return-to-power condition

Pressure (MPa) 0.47 ~ 15.06 5.97 ~ 12.08

Mass flux (kg/m2s) 49.66 ~ 654.44 49.66 ~ 250.58

Inlet subcooling (kJ/kg) 67.90 ~ 729.76 206.59 ~ 722.70

Critical quality (-) 0.34 ~ 1.29 0.68 ~ 1.27

Average CHF (kW/m2) 77.02 ~ 834.62 88.81 ~ 470.29

Total critical power (kW) 76.69 ~ 828.36 88.37 ~ 466.78

No. of data 299 93
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Fig. II-2. KAERI RCS thermal hydraulic loop
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Fig. II-4. Spacer grid
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III. Experimental Results and Discussion

Major Parametric Trends

 In general, CHF for a vertical flow with uniformly heated rods occurs at the end of the 

heated length. On the other hand, the CHF with non-uniformly heated rods occurs at the 

upstream location rather than the end of the heated length. In the present experiment, most of 

the CHFs occur in the heater rods of R1, R2, R7 and R5, and about 60% and 32% of the 

CHFs occur in thermocouple No. 3 and 2, respectively (Fig. II-3 and II-5). For pressure and 

mass flux less than 7.0 MPa and 350 kg/m2s, the CHFs occur evenly in thermocouple No. 2 

and 3. Above this pressure and mass flux, most of the CHFs occur in thermocouple No. 3. 

Figure III-1 shows the effect of inlet subcooling on the average CHF for the whole test 

section at a CHF occurrence. As usually known, the average CHF linearly increases with 

increasing inlet subcooling. As mass flux decreases, the increase rate of the average CHF 

with inlet subcooling becomes small. Thus, the effect of inlet subcooling becomes more 

significant at higher mass flux conditions. 

Figure III-2 shows the effect of mass flux on the average CHF. As shown in the figure, 

the average CHF increases as the mass flux increases. With decreasing the pressure, the 

increase rate of the average CHF becomes large, so the effect of mass flux on the average 

CHF becomes large. For low mass flux or high inlet subcooling conditions, the average CHF 

increases linearly with a steep slope. However, as the mass flux increases, the increase rate 

of the average CHF becomes small, so the average CHF increases slowly. 

Figure III-3 shows the effect of pressure on the average CHF. For pressures greater than 

3.0 MPa, the average CHF decreases monotonously as the pressure increases. On the other 

hand, for pressures less than 3.0 MPa, the average CHF increases or is nearly constant as the 

pressure increases. As the mass flux becomes low, the effect of the pressure on the average 

CHF becomes low and hardly appears. 

Figure III-4 shows the relationship between the critical quality and local CHF at a CHF 

occurrence location. As the mass flux is high, the CHF occurs at a low critical quality, and 

the local CHF decreases largely with the critical quality. This represents typical CHF trends 

by liquid film dryout. However, at low mass flux conditions, the CHF occurs at a high 

critical quality and the increase rate of the local CHF is not large as the critical quality 

increases. For the conditions of low mass flux and critical quality greater than 1, the CHF 
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might occur at a counter current flow condition such as flooding. Thus, it is difficult to 

clearly observe the effect of local critical quality on CHF behavior, because the 

thermodynamic equilibrium quality used in these analyses is different from the actual flow 

quality. Although a clear behavior of the CHF is not shown for a fixed mass flux due to the 

narrow range of critical quality, for a given critical quality of low values, the local CHF 

increases as the mass flux decreases. For high critical quality conditions, the local CHF 

converges into a single curve nearly independent of the mass flux. 

Because the flow patterns in this CHF experiment are mostly annular flow, the CHF 

might occur by liquid film dryout in an annular flow pattern. In general, for low critical 

quality, the CHF is governed by the balances of the entrainment of the liquid film, deposition 

of the liquid droplet and evaporation of the liquid film. In case of a high critical quality, the 

effects of entrainment and evaporation of the liquid film on the CHF are small due to the thin 

liquid film, and the CHF is governed by the deposition of the liquid droplet. Due to this 

change of governing parameters for a CHF occurrence, the local CHF may change with 

critical quality as shown in Fig. III-4.

Prediction results of conventional CHF correlations

In order to investigate the applicability and prediction capability of conventional CHF 

correlations, four conventional CHF correlations are used to predict the CHF data in 

return-to-power conditions. The CHF correlations are the 1995 CHF look-up table 

(Groeneveld et al., 1996), EPRI rod bundle correlation (Reddy et al., 1983), and CHF 

correlations developed by the present authors (Moon et al., 2002). The other CHF correlation 

is Macbeth local condition type CHF correlation that was used for safety margin analysis of 

return-to-power conditions in steam line break with loss of offsite power of KSNP (Macbeth, 

1963; Lee et al., 1996).

The CHF look-up table was developed using extensive worldwide CHF data for round 

tubes, and is known to predict CHF reasonably well for most of the operating condition of 

light water reactor. However, it is known that the prediction capability becomes worse in low 

flow and low pressure conditions because insufficient CHF data in those conditions are used 

in the development of the table. EPRI rod bundle correlation was developed based on a lot of 

rod bundle CHF data generated in HTRF (Heat Transfer Research Facility) at the Columbia 
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University and, at present, it is the most reliable rod bundle CHF correlation which can be 

used for extensive experimental conditions. Since the applicable range of mass flux is 270 ~ 

5560 kg/m2s, it is necessary to estimate the applicability of the EPRI correlation in 

return-to-power CHF conditions of a very low mass flux. The CHF correlation developed by 

the present authors uses non-dimensional parameters proposed by Mishima and Nishihara 

(1986) and predicted well the rod bundle CHF data generated by the present authors (Moon 

et al., 2002). The CHF correlation of the present authors is as follows:

( ) ( )[ ]2*
4

*
321

*
,, /1/ GCGhhCCCAAq fgifHTavgC +∆++= ,  (III-1)

where ( )ρλρ ∆= ghqq gfgTavgCTavgC /,,
*

,, , ρσλ ∆= g/ , ρλρ ∆= gGG g/*
(III-2)

C1 = 2.249, C2 = 0.72465, C3 = 0.91215, C4 = -42.19535 x 10-4

The local CHF values by the look-up table, EPRI and Macbeth correlation are calculated 

assuming a total power applied to the test section and using the local conditions at various 

axial locations. If the local heat flux at any axial location is equal to the local CHF value at 

that position predicted by these correlations, it is assumed that the CHF occurs at that axial 

location. In this analysis, cross-section average parameters such as quality and mass flux are 

used instead of using subchannel thermal hydraulic codes. 

Table III-1 and Fig. III-5 ~ III-8 show the prediction results of the CHF correlations for 

total database and return-to-power CHF conditions. These correlations predict the CHF 

reasonably well in return-to-power conditions (see Table II-4). However, the prediction 

capabilities become worse in very low mass flux conditions. In general, Macbeth correlation 

largely overpredicts the average CHF at high heat flux and high mass flux conditions. EPRI 

and KAERI correlations overpredict the average CHF for return-to-power conditions with 

mass flux less than 250 kg/m2s. 

Since look-up table, EPRI and Macbeth correlations are based on local conditions, they 

can predict the CHF occurrence location. On the other hand, the CHF correlation developed 

by the present authors is based on inlet conditions, so it is not able to predict the CHF 

location and local CHF value. Accurate CHF location could not be obtained in this 

experiment because the wall thermocouples were welded to the heater rod surface. Thus, if 

we consider the measurement error for the CHF location, the look-up table, EPRI and 

Macbeth correlation predict reliably the CHF locations as shown in Table III-1.

As examined above, the look-up table and EPRI correlation predict reliably the average 
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CHF value and the CHF location. Thus, it is possible to use them for the analysis of 

return-to-power CHF in a steam line break accident. If more accurate values of total critical 

power and average CHF are required, the CHF correlation developed by the authors can be 

used with some improvement. For the prediction of the CHF location, the look-up table or 

EPRI correlation is recommended as a subsidiary means. Nevertheless, more CHF data 

should be generated in low mass flux conditions less than about 100 kg/m2s in order to 

improve the CHF prediction capabilities of the conventional CHF correlation in 

return-to-power CHF conditions.  
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Table III-1. CHF prediction results1)

Total Data Base (No. of data = 299)

Correlation Look-Up Table EPRI Macbeth KAERI

Parameter
Avg. 

error2)

RMS 
error3)

Avg. 
error

RMS 
error

Avg. 
error

RMS 
error

Avg. 
error

RMS 
error

q"C,avg,T -0.035 0.128 0.087 0.178 0.151 0.291 0.017 0.114 

q"C,loc -0.310 0.440 -0.254 0.364 -0.225 0.368 N/A N/A

QC,loc 0.045 0.136 0.183 0.269 0.255 0.390 N/A N/A

ZC 0.157 0.184 0.160 0.183 0.164 0.188 N/A N/A

RTP Condition (No. of data = 93)

Correlation Look-Up Table EPRI Macbeth KAERI

Parameter
Avg. 
error

RMS 
error

Avg. 
error

RMS 
error

Avg. 
error

RMS 
error

Avg. 
error

RMS 
error

q"C,avg,T -0.090 0.124 0.183 0.231 -0.052 0.119 -0.004 -0.114 

q"C,loc -0.286 0.396 -0.110 0.282 -0.262 0.383 N/A N/A

QC,loc -0.031 0.087 0.266 0.333 0.009 0.105 N/A N/A

ZC 0.130 0.160 0.132 0.160 0.132 0.160 N/A N/A

1) Prediction error e = (predicted value - measured value)/measured value

2) Avg. error: average error defined as 
1
N
∑
N

i=1
ε i

3) RMS error = 
1
N
∑
N

i=1
ε2i
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(b) P = 12.0 MPa
Fig. III-1. Effect of inlet subcooling on the average CHF
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(d) P = 15.0 MPa
Fig. III-2. Effect of mass flux on the average CHF
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Fig. III-3. Effect of pressure on the average CHF
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Fig. III-4. Effect of local critical quality on the local CHF
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Fig. III-5. Prediction results of the average CHF for total database
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Fig. III-7. Prediction error of average CHF with mass flux
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Fig. III-8. Prediction error for average CHF with pressure
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IV. Conclusion
Using a 3x3 rod bundle with a symmetric cosine axial heat flux distribution, a CHF 

experiment has been performed for a vertical water flow under low flow and a wide range of 

pressure conditions. Especially, these experiments are focused on the CHF under 

return-to-power conditions with low mass flux, intermediate pressure and high inlet 

subcooling to simulate return-to-power conditions in a steam line break accident. Also, the 

applicability and prediction capability of the conventional correlations were estimated. From 

these studies, the following conclusions were obtained:

(1) The effects of mass flux, inlet subcooling and pressure on the CHF are consistent with 

the general understanding. The effect of mass flux on the CHF is relatively large at 

low-pressure conditions. As the mass flux decreases, the effects of the inlet subcooling 

and pressure on the CHF become small.

(2) The local CHF decreases largely as the local critical quality increases. However, the 

local CHF shows nearly a constant value at low mass flux or high critical quality 

conditions. 

(3) Although CHF correlations predicted reasonably the CHF data in return-to-power 

conditions, the prediction capability becomes worse at a low mass flux less than about 

100 kg/m2s. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the CHF correlations using CHF data 

generated in very low mass flux conditions.
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초록 (15-20줄 내외)

한국원자력연구소의 RCS 열수력 Loop를 이용하여 저유속 조건에서 비균일하
게 가열되는 수직 3x3 가열봉다발에서 물을 이용한 임계열유속 실험을 수행하
다. 저유속 조건에서 수행된 기존의 임계열유속 실험들은 주로 낮은 압력조건

에서 수행되었기 때문에, 본 실험에서는 광범위한 압력조건하에서 저유속 조건
에서의 여러 가지 실험 변수들이 임계열유속에 미치는 향을 살펴보았다. 특히 
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련한 실험 데이터베이스의 확충, 변수 경향 분석, 기존 상관식의 적용 가능성에 
대하여 살펴보았다.  
임계열유속 실험은 계통압력 0.47 - 15.06 MPa, 질량유속 49.66 - 654.44 

kg/m2s, 입구과냉도 67.90 - 722.70 kJ/kg 및 출구건도 0.36 - 1.29의 조건에서 수
행되었으며, RTP 조건을 포함하여 총 299개의 임계열유속 데이터를 생산하 다. 
RTP 조건은 중간 압력, 저유속 및 높은 입구 과냉도 조건으로 정의하 으며, 
RTP 조건에 대해 93개의 임계열유속 데이터를 생산하 다. 
임계열유속 실험결과 임계열유속에 미치는 압력, 유량, 입구과냉도 등의 향

은 원형관에 대한 기존 실험 결과와 비슷하게 나타났다. CHF Look-Up table, 
EPRI 상관식, Macbeth 상관식들은 CHF 값과 CHF 발생 위치를 신뢰성 있게 예
측하 다. 하지만 RTP 조건의 매우 작은 질량유속 범위에서는 신뢰성이 떨어지
는 것으로 나타났다.
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